CARLOC: Precisely Tracking Automobile Position
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ABSTRACT

use vehicle position to suggest nearby services or points of interest.
As elements of autonomous driving start to appear in commercial
offerings, the accuracy of positioning vehicles will become much
more important.
However, it has long been known that smartphone GPS receivers
have errors on the order of 10s of meters, especially in obstructed
urban environments. It is precisely in these environments, unfortunately, where accurate positioning is most necessary because of the
density of services or points of interest. An order of magnitude lower positioning error of automobiles would be able to position a vehicle with up to lane-level accuracy, which will likely enable much
more accurate navigation, but also more precise context-awareness
in urban environments [33].
Much research (Section 5) has explored how to enhance GPS
position by fusing information from other sensors such as laserrange finders and inertial sensors and from other sources, such as
digital maps. Intuitively, maps can be used to constrain vehicle
trajectories, inertial sensors can be used for dead reckoning when
GPS is unavailable, and laser range-finders can estimate distances
to landmarks in the environment, which can then be used to get a
position fix.
In this paper, we explore two dimensions in this design space that
can help significantly improve positioning accuracy. First, we observe that modern automobiles have hundreds of sensors that govern the operation of their internal subsystems, and some of these
sensors provide odometry and heading information. These can be
used to improve the efficacy of matching a car’s location to a digital
map, and to model its motion. Second, car sensors can also provide
enough information to detect roadway landmarks — roadway features such as potholes or speedbumps. If these can be reliably detected, then the position estimates of other cars at these landmarks
can be used to improve a car’s position estimate.
Contributions. In this paper, we design and evaluate a system
called CARLOC (Section 3) that can continuously track the precise position of a vehicle, even in highly obstructed environments.
CARLOC uses a collection of techniques, some of which are inspired by prior work on robot localization, while others use existing
techniques by adapt them to use car sensors, and some are novel.
Specifically, CARLOC uses a non-parametric probabilistic position
representation, called a particle filter, as a uniform framework that
is able to express various forms of information fusion. CARLOC
matches a car’s current position estimate to a road-segment on a
map. This matching, whose accuracy we improve by leveraging the
availability of vehicle sensors, can be used to truncate the position
uncertainty to within the nominal road width of the matched segment. CARLOC then updates the particle filter using a well-known
kinematic model, but uses car sensors to accurately estimate inputs
to the kinematic model.

Precise positioning of an automobile to within lane-level precision
can enable better navigation and context-awareness. However, GPS
by itself cannot provide such precision in obstructed urban environments. In this paper, we present a system called CARLOC for lanelevel positioning of automobiles. CARLOC uses three key ideas
in concert to improve positioning accuracy: it uses digital maps to match the vehicle to known road segments; it uses vehicular
sensors to obtain odometry and bearing information; and it uses
crowd-sourced location estimates of roadway landmarks that can
be detected by sensors available in modern vehicles. CARLOC unifies these ideas in a probabilistic position estimation framework,
widely used in robotics, called the sequential Monte Carlo method.
Through extensive experiments on a real vehicle, we show that
CARLOC achieves sub-meter positioning accuracy in an obstructed
urban setting, an order-of-magnitude improvement over a high-end
GPS device.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.7 [Computers in Other Systems]: Consumer Products; H.3.4
[Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and Software

General Terms
Design; Experimentation; Performance; Algorithms

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
As mobile devices have proliferated, they have become the defacto method for estimating the position of automobiles. The builtin GPS receiver in mobile devices provides positioning for navigation, but also for context-awareness; many apps now routinely
∗
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Urban Area Shaded Area Opensky Area
Average Error (m)
24.3
15.3
4.7
Error STD (m)
5.5
3.2
1.6
Table 1—Measured GPS errors in three different areas

cy on open sky roads, the accuracy degrades sharply on shaded and
urban roads, with over 15 meters of error on average, and over 90
meters in some cases. This is consistent with other work that has
observed similar errors in obstructed environments [4].
Why do we need highly accurate positioning? With these levels of inaccuracy, navigation apps may be led astray, and may give
wrong turn-by-turn directions, which can lead to driver confusion.
In this paper, we ask the question: Is it possible to achieve lanelevel positioning accuracy for automobiles even in highly obstructed environments? In North America’s interstate system, the nominal lane width is about 12 feet (3.6m), so our question translates
to: Is it possible to achieve 3-4m accuracy, in the worst case, in
obstructed environments?
Aside from more accurate (and therefore less confusing) navigation, precise positioning of vehicles can have many potential
applications. Accurately positioning crowd-sourced detection of
road features (e.g., potholes, rough roads etc.) can help municipalities target roadway improvements. Lane-level traffic flow analysis
can help traffic agencies provision roadways; for example, an often
clogged right lane might prompt the addition of a dedicated right
turn lane. Moreover, insurance companies can track driver propensity to stay on fast lanes, or track violations of lane occupancy rules
(e.g., on some roads, trucks are required to stay in the right lanes).
Possible Responses. One possible response is to hope that future
GPS receivers will have enhanced accuracy in highly obstructed
settings. As we demonstrate later, expensive GPS devices available
on the market today are still susceptible to the urban canyon effect.
This is not surprising, since GPS receivers will, in general, find
it difficult to compensate for lack of visibility to satellites or for
multipath effects.
For this reason, most prior work on precise positioning for automobiles (Section 5) has relied on information fusion: combining
sensors of other modalities (like LIDAR), or other sources of information (such as digital maps), in order to augment or correct GPS
readings.
Our approach. Our paper also uses this approach, but with a new
twist: we exploit the availability of sensors built-in to vehicles to
improve positioning accuracy.
Modern vehicles are equipped with several hundred physical and
virtual (derived from physical) sensors on-board. These sensors
provide the instantaneous internal state of all vehicular subsystems. From the industry standard CAN [26] bus and using the standard
On-Board Diagnostics (OBD-II) port on cars, users can, in theory,
access most of these sensors, such as: vehicle speed, steering wheel
angle, throttle position, transmission lever position, and some inertial sensors [46, 25, 18]. These sensor readings are internally used
to control subsystems of the vehicle, such as stability control and
engine health monitoring.
While many of these sensors are proprietary, several tools [50]
have been able to access these through reverse engineering. More
recently, Ford and General Motors have made about 20 sensors
available through their OpenXC platform and GM Developer Network respectively, so it’s likely that, in the future, such information
will be ubiquitously available. In collaboration with a major automotive manufacturer, we have obtained access to many internal car

Figure 1—Portion of GPS Trace in City Downtown
A particularly novel contribution of CARLOC is the ability to enhance position estimates of a vehicle using crowd-sourced position estimates of roadway landmarks. To understand this, suppose
a car hits a speed bump. If CARLOC is able to detect the speed
bump, then the car’s particle filter at the instant the speed bump is
encountered, is a probabilistic representation of the speed bump’s
position. Suppose N cars pass over the same speed bump, the collection of all their particle filters at the speed bump represents a
crowd-sourced collection of position estimates of the speed bump.
Intuitively, one expects the distribution described by these crowdsourced particles to converge to the true location of the speed bump
as more and more vehicles contribute to the collection. CARLOC
uses this observation and contains novel algorithms to detect three
types of roadway landmarks (stop signs, speed bumps, and street
corners) and to update particle filters.
Using extensive evaluations (Section 4) on roads with varying
degree of satellite obstructions (and therefore various degrees of
GPS availability and accuracy), we show that CARLOC has mean
error of 2.7m in a highly obstructed downtown road, an order of
magnitude improvement over commodity GPS, high-precision GPS receivers, differential GPS, and the closest prior work on GPS
augmentation using mobile devices. In unobstructed environments,
CARLOC ’s mean position error drops to 1.38m, while in partially
obstructed environments, the mean error can vary between 1.1m
and 2.2m. CARLOC’s position error does not appear to depend on
length of route, and a relatively small number of landmarks suffices
to achieve significant accuracy. More important, each component
of our design, and each optimization contributes significantly to the
design.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Positioning accuracy for automobiles. Over the last few years,
the use of in-car navigation has increased significantly. This has
been driven, in part, by the ubiquitous availability of free navigation apps on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.
The commodity GPS receivers on these devices (that the navigation apps rely on) can be highly inaccurate in some settings. For
example, Figure 1 shows GPS readings from a city downtown area,
where the GPS signal reception is affected significantly by the obstructions caused by tall buildings, a well-known effect sometimes
called the urban canyon effect.
To quantify the degree of error in GPS, we obtained smartphone
GPS readings from nearly 200 miles of driving, on three different types of roads: Urban roads, e.g. a downtown road surrounded
by tall buildings, Shaded roads, e.g. roads covered by trees, and
Opensky roads, e.g. highway or major roads having an unobstructed view of the sky. Table 1 shows statistics for GPS errors from our
traces. Although we obtain reasonably good GPS location accura-
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sensors. In this paper, we explore whether, and how, these sensors
can help precisely position an automobile.
Specifically, we use in-vehicle sensors to improve positioning
accuracy in two ways. First, in-vehicle sensors can provide accurate odometry for precise dead reckoning. By contrast, prior
work has used GPS-derived speed measurements for dead reckoning. Second, in-vehicle sensors can be used to precisely identify
roadway landmarks (a pothole, or a speed bump). In turn, crowdsourced position estimates of these landmarks can be used to fix a
car’s position.

l

DeadReckoning
g

3. THE DESIGN OF CARLOC

GPS Update

Map-Matching

Crowd-Sourced
Landmarks

Figure 2—CARLOC Design

In this section, we describe the design of CARLOC. We begin
with an overview of the overall design, which motivates specific
design challenges that are then addressed in subsequent subsections.

• Selecting a model that correctly represents GPS position uncertainty, so that the vehicle’s positioning uncertainty could be appropriately updated.
• Designing a motion model for the vehicle that uses vehicle sensors to determine how a vehicle’s position evolves over time;
prior motion models have used GPS readings, but the vehicle
sensors are available at much higher frequencies than GPS readings.

3.1 Overview of CARLOC
Figure 2 depicts the various components of CARLOC. At a highlevel, CARLOC models the current position of the vehicle probabilistically: intuitively, the position of the vehicle at any point in
space is associated with a specific probability. The key idea then
is to update or refine this probabilistic representation using information from various sources. Then, at any given point in time, the
precise position of the vehicle is obtained by actualizing the probabilistic representation, as described later.
One way that CARLOC updates the probabilistic representation is
by using vehicle sensors to obtain distance traveled and the heading
of the car. This approach, often called dead reckoning, is, in CAR LOC , more accurate because of its use of in-built vehicular sensors.
These sensors are available at frequencies ranging from 10-100Hz,
so they can provide accurate estimates of distance and heading over
short timescales and distances. However, vehicle sensors by themselves are insufficient: sensor errors can, over time, cause position
estimates to drift significantly from the true position.
A second way to update the probabilistic representation is to periodically obtain GPS readings. These readings are associated with
estimates of error, which can be used to tighten the car’s position
estimates. However, as shown in Section 2, GPS errors in obstructed environments can increase the car’s position uncertainty.
To overcome GPS errors, one can spatially refine the probabilistic position estimates using digital maps. Intuitively, a car is likely
to be off a roadway with a very small or near-zero probability, and
map-matching algorithms [29] use this observation to refine position estimates. Car sensors provide accurate estimates of speed and
turns, and these can be used to enhance existing map-matching algorithms to increase positioning accuracy.
The last component of CARLOC is based on the observation that
roadway landmarks mark consistent positions in the environment
that be exploited to refine the car’s probabilistic position estimate.
Consider a speed-bump on a road: if a car passes over a speedbump,
it can refine its own position estimates using position estimates of
other cars when they passed over the same speedbump. This suggests that crowd-sourced position estimates of roadway landmarks
can be used to improve a car’s position estimates. CARLOC incorporates several novel algorithms that use vehicle sensors to identify
roadway landmarks.
In designing these components of CARLOC, we faced the following challenges:
• Choosing the probabilistic model for position representation, since we needed a representation that would be amenable to update and refinement from a variety of sources of information, including maps, vehicle sensors, and crowd-sourced information.

• Designing appropriate map-matching algorithms; although mapmatching has been studied extensively, they rely on frequent GPS updates which can lead to matching errors in the face of significant GPS errors.
• Designing algorithms to detect landmarks from vehicle sensors,
and to refine position estimates using crowd-sourced location information.
We discuss each of these challenges in the subsequent sections.

3.2

Probabilistic Representation of Position

A vehicle’s position estimate has inherent uncertainty due to sensor noise. A common approach to dealing with this uncertainty is to
use linearized models and assume Gaussian noise so that a Kalman
filter can be applied. As prior work [12] has shown, however, vehicle positioning violates some of these assumptions; specifically,
during a turn the a posteriori position distribution is non-Gaussian
and non-linear filtering methods are required to solve the problem.
In this paper, we use a well-known non-parametric probabilistic
model of position, based on Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods. Our representation is commonly called a particle filter [34,
49]. A particle filter estimates the posterior density of a vehicle’s
position through predefined Bayesian recursion equations.
Concretely, the current position of the vehicle is represented by a
set of particles. Each particle represents a probabilistic state vector,
indicating the likelihood the vehicle is at this position. Thus, if we
have N particles, each particle is associated with a state vector vi
(which contains its position and its orientation), and a probability
or weight ωi that determines the likelihood of the vehicle being
in that state. At any given instant, the particle filter can be used
to estimate the position of the vehicle as a weighted sum of the
ΣN

v ω

i i
particles: Σi=1
.
N ω
i=1 i
This representation provides a uniform foundation for many of
the kinds of fusion we are interested in. For example, vehicle
odometry and bearing information can be used to update the vi s,
and the associated sensor errors can be used to update the ωi s. Getting a GPS fix results in re-weighting the particles, and adding map
constraints may require removing off-road particles from the filter.
Finally, the positions of roadway landmarks can be represented as
particle filters, so crowd-sourced landmark updates require merging particle filters (in a manner described later).
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3.3

Map Matching
P (αj,k |Δlj,k , Δθj,k ) =

Many digital maps represent roads using road segments which
are polyline representations of a road. Map-matching is the process
of identifying the road segment corresponding to a given position.
Map-matching has been used in prior work (Section 5) to improve
vehicle positioning, and is in general known to be a hard problem
because position errors can lead to errors in map-matching.
CARLOC builds upon a specific piece of prior work [29, 48] that
models the map matching problem as a maximum likelihood path
estimation on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In this work, the
states in the HMM are the map-matched road-segments, and transitions occur when a vehicle turns from one road onto another. Given
a GPS reading, one can estimate, given a model of GPS errors and
using Bayes’ rule, the posterior observation probability of the car
being on a specific road segment. One can also estimate a transition
probability; namely, at a given instant, and given a GPS reading, the
probability that a transition has occurred from one road segment to
another. With these observation and transition probabilities, [29]
uses the Viterbi algorithm to find the maximum likelihood sequence
of states (or road segments the car has traversed).
The Viterbi algorithm is fast enough that we can run map matching on a mobile device. To optimize the implementation, rather
than run map-matching on every GPS update (1 per second in our
implementation), we do so only when the GPS reading has deviated
significantly from the last matched road segment.
CARLOC map-matching enhancements. We have modified the
observation probability computations to increase its efficiency and
robustness. For efficiency, we use the fact that modern GPS receivers report estimates of error: we then only search road segments
that fall within these error bounds. For robustness, we avoid using
GPS readings that are inconsistent with the heading (direction of
motion) of the car.
Our changes to the transition probability calculations from [29]
are more substantial. That work calculates transition probabilities
by estimating the travel time from the last known update. One
change we make is to use travel distance (as measured from car
sensor readings, by integrating the instantaneous speed sensor) instead of travel time. However, travel distance isn’t able to distinguish, in Figure 1, whether the car turned left from Road A to Road
B or continued straight on Road C, since both outcomes would be
equally likely.
CARLOC has additional information that can make the estimation
more accurate — car sensors that measure turns. Specifically, using the steering wheel angle sensor, we can estimate the change in
heading of the car Δθj,k from road segment j to road segment k.
We also estimate the difference Δlj,k between the actual distance
traveled and the projected distance traveled on the map (obtained
by projecting GPS readings onto the road segments j and k). Using
these two quantities, we can estimate the transition probability, at
a given instant, of the event αj,k of the vehicle transitioning from
road segment j to road segment k from Bayes rule (M is the number of road segments considered):
P (αj,k |Δlj,k , Δθj,k ) =
P (αj,k |Δlj,k )P (αj,k |Δθj,k )
M

P (αj,m |Δlj,m )P (αj,m |Δθj,m )

exp(−0.5(
M

m=1

Δθ j,k 2
)
σa

− 0.5(

Δθ
exp(−0.5( σj,m
)2
a

−

Δlj,k 2
) )
σd

(2)

Δl
0.5( σdj,l )2 ))

Using the matched road segments. CARLOC uses the result of
map-matching in three ways. First, when it starts up, CARLOC does
not have a usable estimation of the vehicle’s position so it projects
the GPS reading onto the map-matched road segment as a position
estimate.
Second, we use the map-matched road segments to filter erroneous GPS readings. Even though GPS readings come with an
associated error, we have found that, especially in obstructed environments, the associated error bounds can under-estimate the actual error. To filter out these erroneous readings, we first project
the GPS reading to the map-matched road-segment, then filter out
readings whose projected distance to the road-segment is greater
than the nominal road widths. In the map we use, Open Street
Maps (OSM) [20], road segments have associated types such as
residential or highway. We make conservative assumptions about
the number of lanes in each type (e.g., 2 for residential and 6 for
highway, in each direction), then use nominal lane width to compute road widths. If the GPS location does not fall within the road,
we declare it invalid. We also use another optimization. For some
roads, OSM depicts them using one road segment, for others two.
If our projected GPS reading is closer to the road segment that is
against the car heading, we drop that reading.
Finally, we use map-matching to update the weights on the particle filter. Intuitively, for each particle, let x be the projected distance of the particle from the outer edge of the map-matched road
segment. For this calculation, we use the conservative road width
estimate described in the previous paragraph. If x > 0 (the particle falls outside the road segment) we re-weight its probability
inversely with x. Specifically, the new weight is calculated to be:
x2
√ 1
exp(− 2σ
2 ), where σ is the variance of all the particles’ pro2πσ 2
jected distance to road segment.

3.4 Motion Model
A motion model captures how the pose (position and orientation) of a car (or any moving object) evolves with time. Formally,
the pose consists of 5 components, 3 of which estimate position
(latitude, longitude and altitude) and 2 measure orientation (heading or yaw, and pitch). In this paper, we focus on modeling motion
in a 2-dimensional plane; extending to 3 dimensions is left to future
work.
Changes in position and orientation can be measured using GPS,
but GPS measurements have error, and are sampled relatively infrequently (once a second). Instead, CARLOC exploits the availability
of car sensors to dead-reckon the car’s pose. Dead-reckoning requires the ability to estimate displacements and to estimate changes
in heading.
Estimating displacement. In theory, one can estimate displacement using the vehicle speed and acceleration and using simple
kinematic equations. Thus, if xt represents the vehicle’s position
vector at time t, then we can write xt = x0 + v0 t + 12 a0 t2 where
v0 represents the velocity and a0 the acceleration. In vehicles, the
speed sensor can be sampled at relatively high rate (10Hz), and
if we assume constant acceleration between two samples of the
speed sensor, the kinematic equation to update position becomes:

(1)

m=1

If we assume that the difference in angle, and the difference between the projected and traveled distance are both Gaussian with
zero mean and standard deviations σa and σd respectively, then
this becomes:
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Figure 4—Multi-lane Stop Sign

xt = xt−1 + 12 (vt + vt−1 )Δt , where Δt represents the sampling
interval.1
Estimating change in heading. To estimate changes in heading,
CARLOC also uses vehicle sensors. Modern vehicles expose two
sensors that can help estimate changes in heading, the steering
wheel angle and the yaw rate sensor. However, correctly estimating a change in heading needs to take the vehicle steering design
into account. Vehicle steering follows the Ackermann geometry [1]
which describes how turns are effected by steering.
A simplified version of the kinematics of lateral motion resulting
from the steering system design is shown in Figure 3 [42]. In this
figure, a turn angle of α on the front wheel results in an effective
change in heading θ for the center of mass of the vehicle. θ consists
of two components ψ and β. As [42] shows, β (the slip angle) can
be estimated using vehicle geometry and estimates of α and ψ.
To estimate α, we use the steering wheel angle sensor reading
from the vehicle and the empirical observation that there is a linear
relationship between the steering wheel angle and the actual wheel
angle α.
To estimate ψ, we continuously integrate the vehicle yaw rate
sensor. However, we have found that errors in the yaw rate sensor can accumulate over time, so we correct for these errors by
using filtered readings of GPS bearing. Our filtering uses three
steps. First, we only take GPS readings that are consistent with
map-matching (as described in Section 3.3). Next, we check if successive valid GPS readings are comparable to (within 10% of) the
distance traveled as reported by the vehicle sensors. Finally, we
check if the resulting bearing computed from the successive readings is consistent with (within 5% of) the heading change computed
from the yaw rate sensors. If so, we use the GPS bearing to estimate
ψ. Because the yaw rate sensor is sampled at a higher frequency
than GPS, and because GPS can often be inaccurate, GPS bearing corrections occur infrequently relative to the calculations of ψ
using the yaw rate sensor.
Updating the particle filter. In practice, the kinematics calculations can be affected by noise. Our particle filter representation is
able to account for sensor noise as follows. Recall that each particle
in the particle filter is associated with a pose vector x and a weight
ω. When the vehicle moves, we update each particle’s pose vector
using the displacement and heading change calculations discussed
above. To account for sensor noise, we assume that each particle’s
pose is independently affected by Gaussian noise in the speed and
car sensor. We use nominal noise estimates for these sensors from
the manufacturer datasheet.

Y

O

Figure 5—Street Corner Illustration

3.5 Location Update
Map-matching provides coarse location corrections by removing
off-road particles. The motion model can provide fine-grain and accurate updates to particle locations but over small spatio-temporal
scales. At larger time-scales, sensor errors can accumulate. As
we show experimentally, these two methods alone do not achieve
high positioning accuracy. So, CARLOC also uses GPS readings to
update the particle filter.
Specifically, CARLOC uses GPS readings determined valid from
map-matching (Section 3.3). Each GPS reading is associated with
an accuracy range [6, 5] and the error distribution of GPS readings
can be well approximated by a Rayleigh distribution [38]. When
we obtain a valid GPS reading, we update each particle’s weight
according to Rayleigh distribution, based on the particle’s distance
to the GPS-reported location. Intuitively, particles that are far from
the reported GPS location are assigned a lower weight or likelihood. When a vehicle is stopped, we might obtain multiple readings at the same location: in this case, we aggregate the error reported by those readings before re-weighting the particles.
We also apply several standard transformations to the particle filter. Recall that particles represent samples of positional probability
distribution. With particle weight updates, particles need to resample occasionally to improve the probabilistic estimates. The resampling process adheres to the Sampling Importance Re-sampling
(SIR) algorithm, by only resampling when the effective number of
particles Nef f is less than the threshold (Nth ). Assuming each
particle has a weight of ωi , it follows that Nef f =  1ω 2 [3, 13].
i
We set Nth to 23 N , where N is the number of particles. Moreover,
an incorrect resample can cause particle diversity loss, so we also
occasionally draw samples from the GPS position distribution, an
approach called sensor resetting [31].

3.6

Crowd-sourced Landmark Positions

Given that GPS availability in obstructed urban environments is
known to be poor, CARLOC uses an additional, novel positioning
enhancement, crowd-sourced landmarks.
Suppose a car hits a speed bump. If CARLOC is able to detect the speed bump, then the car’s particle filter at the instant the
speed bump is encountered is a probabilistic representation of the
speed bump’s position. Suppose N cars pass over the same speed
bump, the collection of all their particle filters at the speed bump
represents a crowd-sourced collection of position estimates of the
speed bump. Intuitively, one expects the distribution described by
these crowd-sourced particles to converge to the true location of the
speed bump as more and more vehicles contribute to the collection.
Finally, a speed bump is an instance of a roadway landmark: this
discussion applies to other roadway landmarks such as stop signs
and street corners (at intersections).
CARLOC uses this observation to improve positioning accuracy. When a car detects a roadway landmark, it can check to see if
crowd-sourced particles are available for the landmark. (These par-

1
Rather than using a global geodetic coordinate system (e.g., latitude and longitude), we convert all poses to a local geodetic system
East-North-Up (ENU [14]). This ignores the earth’s curvature, but
is easier to model, and has been used in the vehicular positioning
literature [35, 9]. We omit the details of this conversion.
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Figure 6—Stop Sign Landmark Detection

Figure 7—Street Corner Landmark Detection Figure 8—Speed Bump Landmark Detection
sign, to account for which CARLOC uses a slightly larger window.
Third, drivers may stop multiple times before reaching the stop sign
line, since they may be queued up behind other cars. This behavior
manifests itself as a sequences of detected windows, and we use the
last window in the sequence. Finally, we crowd-sourcing to disambiguate traffic lights from stop signs; if some car traces don’t stop
at an intersection, but others do, that intersection has a traffic light,
not a stop sign. We use this same technique to improve our stop
sign database coverage; if every car stops near an intersection, that
indicates the existence of a stop sign there.
Particle Storage and Update. When the particle filter P is uploaded to the cloud service, that service performs a processing step.
Figure 4 shows a multi-lane road scenario, in which the cloud service can get aggregated data from cars stopping on each lane. The
cloud service employs a clustering algorithm to cluster the particles
based on lane width threshold; the resulting number of clusters determines the number of lanes on the road. Figure 4 shows two such
clusters.
Now, suppose a car A wishes to update its particle filter when it
reaches the stop sign. It downloads the cluster of particles closest
to its current estimated position. These particles, together with its own, are then re-sampled with a probability proportional to the
weight of each particle. Thus, more important particles are likely
to be selected during re-sampling. These re-sampled particles then
constitute the updated particle filter for A. In this way, if the crowdsourced cluster of particles has converged to the actual location, the
new particle filter will be closer to the car’s precise position.
Street Corners. Street corners can be detected when a car performs
a right turn.
Detection: At a right turn, the timeseries of the steering wheel
angle sensor peaks (Figure 7). So, any maximum in the steering
wheel angle (SWA) that is larger than some high threshold (90 degrees in our implementation) can indicate a street corner. We have
found that this peak is fairly robust to a variety of turning behaviors. For example, even when drivers turn from the rightmost lane
into the non-rightmost lane, this peak is observed.
To disambiguate other turns (for example, lane shifts at low speed
which might also trigger the threshold), we correlate with two other car sensors: the lateral acceleration and the yaw rate2 (Figure 7).
During a turn, these three sensors all exhibit peaks, so CARLOC
applies a sliding window to find a window in the trace that contains peaks of the three signals and then finds the average of the
time of occurrence of these peaks. The particle filter of the car P at
this time is used as an estimate of the position of the street corner
and is crowd-sourced (uploaded to the cloud service). However,
to disambiguate right turns at places other than intersections, we

ticles can be maintained in a cloud database, and made available
through a cloud service. To minimize network latency, relevant
particle clouds can be pre-fetched before reaching a landmark. The
detailed design of this service is beyond the scope of the paper ). If
they are available, the car can resample its particle filter from the set
of particles that include crowd-sourced particles for the landmark
and its own current particle filter.
This approach poses two challenges: (a) How can vehicles detect roadway landmarks? (b) How should a car’s particle filter be
updated using the crowd-sourced particles? We discuss answers to
this question for three types of roadway landmarks below. Our detection algorithms use vehicle sensors to achieve accurate landmark
detection.
Stop Signs. At a stop sign, there is usually a line drawn on the
roadway surface. Drivers are supposed to stop at the line before
proceeding into the intersection. Of course, not all drivers stop exactly at the line. CARLOC leverages the wisdom of the crowds: if
most drivers stop at or near the line, their combined position distributions will be an accurate estimate of the average behavior of
drivers when encountering a stop sign (e.g., stopping just a little
before the stop sign) We make this intuition more precise below.
Detection: Our detection algorithm is based on the following observation: to leave the stop sign and enter the intersection, the driver usually releases the brake, steps on the gas pedal, as a result
of which the engine speed increases, one or more gear shifts may
occur, and the vehicle speed increases.
To detect this, CARLOC continuously samples the following vehicle sensors: (Brake Active,Vehicle Speed, Throttle Position, Shifter
Position and Engine Speed). Figure 6 shows the timeseries of these
sensors at a stop sign and pictorially depicts the algorithm: on the
timeseries of each sensor, the algorithm applies a sliding window
and attempts to discover a window that contains a brake pedal release, followed by a sharp increase in throttle position and engine
speed, followed by an increase in engine speed. The particle filter
P of the car at the time when there is a discontinuity in the vehicle
speed timeseries (i.e., the time when the speed increases suddenly)
marks an estimate of the location of the stop sign line. Once a car
computes P, it can store P in a cloud service (discussed below), for
later retrieval by other cars.
The precise algorithm is more complicated than this since it has
to take into account many practical constraints. First, for any window that satisfies these features, we lookup the current position
in an online database of stop signs [20] and our accumulated stop
sign database, and only use the particle filter if it is found in the
database. This eliminates false detections caused by a car stopping
and then starting, say, after a delivery. This database is currently
incomplete, but with time we expect its coverage to improve. For
additional coverage, CARLOC uses other landmarks discussed below. Second, drivers may release the brake and roll through the stop

2
These sensors are noisy, so we use box smoothing [41] to smooth
these time series.
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collection software can sustain continuous collection nearly 40 car
sensors, of which we use only a subset.
On each route, we collect multiple traces at different times of
day, which helps avoid bias caused by a specific traffic pattern. In
addition, we use a subset of these traces to obtain crowd-sourced
landmark positions, and evaluate the remaining traces using these
crowd-sourced positions. Our results are averaged over the evaluations on these remaining traces, and we quantify the variability of
our results in terms of quartiles.
Comparisons. Across all routes, we compare CARLOC performance against using a GPS receiver on a Google Nexus 5 (labeled
SPGPS on our graphs). In addition, on some routes, we also compare against using an expensive (>$200) high-precision GPS receiver, the ublox NEO-7P GPS (HPGPS). Finally, we also use a
companion rover receiver, the ublox LEA-6T to obtain Differential GPS (DGPS [45]) position as well as Real-Time Kinematic
(RTK [43]) based positioning. It is likely that future cars may be
able to incorporate these high precision receivers.
The rover receiver estimates position based on two modes [35].
The first mode returns precise location values. In its DGPS mode
the rover receiver utilizes corrections from a known base station.
Both modes update location at 1Hz.
Our LEA-6T rover devices use ublox firmware 7.03 and the NEO7P devices use version 1.00. For RTK and DPGS, we use a publicly
available NTRIP caster base station within 10 miles of all our experiments. We obtained access to the base station’s NTRIP stream
and position information through the UNAVCO consortium [53].
This station is equipped with an advanced Ashtech antenna mounted on a hilltop. On our rover devices (LEA-6T), ubx-formatted
GPS measurements are captured using u-center, the ublox driver
for the device with settings obtained directly from the developers
of RTKLIB [54, 43].
Metrics and Ground Truth. Our measure of CARLOC performance is positioning error measured by distance between CAR LOC ’s position and ground truth. Obtaining ground truth is extremely hard for positioning in some places, and we resort to three
approaches.
Closed-loop routes. In our partially obstructed routes, we start the
route at a well-marked location (and empty metered parking spot)
and return to the same location. Our measure of accuracy then is
the difference between the start position and the end position as reported by CARLOC (or any of the candidate comparison algorithms). The start position is calculated using our high-precision GPS
receiver. This approach has also been used by prior work [22, 51].
High-precision GPS receiver. On our unobstructed routes, we also
continuously collect readings from the high precision GPS receiver and use these as ground truth. The reported accuracy of these
devices is within one meter. This method enables us to determine
accuracy along the entire route instead of just at the end.
Fiducials. On our obstructed routes, as we show below, the accuracy of the high precision receiver is not sufficient. So, we resort
to using fiducials in the environment. As we drive on the obstructed route, we stop at several easy-recognizable points (or fiducials)
along the right side of the car, e.g. sidewalk ramp exit, mailbox,
etc. When we stop, we record the current timestamp and take a image from the passenger side to cover the car right side road to ramp
distance. We then use these images to look up Google’s satellite
views, pin down the points recorded in the image, and then use the
location of those points (as obtained from Google Maps) as ground
truth (Figure 9).
To validate our fiducial-based ground truth collection, we applied the same methodology in several locations with an unob-

use an online map of intersections to determine if the car’s current
estimated position is near an intersection; if not, P is not uploaded.
Particle Storage and Update: When P is uploaded to the cloud
service, it filters outlier particles to improve accuracy. From road
segment data in an online map, the location of the mid-point of the
intersection can be determined, and CARLOC assumes that particles
in P outside the shaded cone (between OA and OB) in Figure 5
are unlikely to represent the car’s true position, and assigns those
particles very low weight.
When a car A reaches the street corner, it downloads the crowdsourced particles from the cloud service and applies an update procedure identical to that for the stop sign. If a car stops before turning, then a particle update is performed only once (at the stop sign),
rather than at both locations since the latter alternative could lose
particle diversity (i.e., we might not have a good sample of the underlying distribution of position).
Speed Bumps. The last landmark we consider in this paper is
the speed bump. CARLOC is careful to disambiguate potholes and
speed bumps and uses several car sensors for this purpose.
Detection: The detection algorithm is best illustrated using Figure 8. This shows the measurements of three sensors recorded
from a car traversing a speed bump: (Rough Road Magnitude (RRM), Vehicle Speed and inertial sensor Vertical Acceleration). As
it approaches the bump, the car slows down and the vertical acceleration sensor exhibits a peak. These two features are used to determine a potential speed bump. CARLOC then monitors the RRM
sensor and performs peak detection within a window whose scale
(shown as red box) approximates the vehicle’s wheelbase. If two
peaks (shown in black dots) of vertical acceleration and increase of
RRM are sensed, we determine a potential speed bump has been
observed.
CARLOC deems the car’s particle filter P at the first peak to be an
estimate of the speed bump’s location. As with other landmarks, P
is uploaded and stored in the cloud service.
Particle storage and update. CARLOC clusters speed bump particles as it does for stop sign particles. Updating another car’s
particle filter follows the same re-sampling procedure as discussed
above.

4. EVALUATION
In this section, we assess the performance of CARLOC in obstructed and unobstructed environments over different trip lengths,
and compare its performance against other alternatives including
GPS positioning from commodity GPS receivers as well as higher
precision GPS receivers, and with differential GPS. Our final goal
in this section is to assess the efficacy of each of the components
in CARLOC: dead reckoning, map-matching, and landmark-based
position augmentation.

4.1

Methodology

Experimental Setup. Our evaluations are based on multiple traces
collected by two different drivers over routes with different characteristics from the perspective of a GPS receiver: obstructed routes
in a downtown urban canyon, unobstructed routes with a view of
the open sky at all points, and partially-obstructed routes with obstructed sky visibility in some locations.
The routes are all of different lengths, and of different road types
(with different lane widths), as discussed below. Each trace consists
of several vehicle sensor readings obtained through our car sensing
platform ([18, 25]). The sensors readings we collect are already
available through the CAN bus, as described earlier, and our sensor
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Ground View

CARLOC
SPGPS
HPGPS
RTK
DGPS

Google View

Figure 9—Static Measurement Setup
Figure 10—CARLOC and GPS Comparison in
Downtown

Figure 11—Map Pin Points Comparison

structed view of the sky, and at these locations we also used the
high-precision reference GPS receiver to record position. We find
that our pinned down points are within 1.2m of the reference receiver.

4.2

CARLOC

on an Obstructed Route

Our obstructed route is a 2-mile loop in a downtown area surrounded by tall buildings (Figure 10). We collected a total of 12
traces along this loop using two different drivers at different times
of day. On this route, we use only 4 landmarks: the 4 street corners shown in the figure. Of our traces, we use 8 to obtain crowdsourced particles, and 4 to evaluate CARLOC and compare it against
the high-precision GPS receiver, DGPS and RTK. As described
above, we use the fiducials-based ground-truthing technique and
we collected 15 different points as ground-truth.
Figure 11 shows the accuracy of each of these techniques with
respect to the ground truth. The error bars represent the 25th and
75th percentile in our measurements. CARLOC has an average error
of about 2.7m, with the smallest error being 0.6m as closest and the
largest being 4.9m. Surprisingly, all of the alternatives have one to
two orders of magnitude higher error. The high-precision receiver
has an average error of 19.4m (min 7.7m, max 44m). The smartphone has an average/min/max error of 16m/1.2m/40.2m. This is
slightly better than our high-precision GPS; this difference could
either be within the margin of experimental error, or that smartphones have better dead-reckoning or GPS signal processing algorithms in software. Moreover, both DGPS and RTK, achieve really
poor performance, with an average error of 75m, and a worst-case
error of 200m.
Figure 10 depicts these results visually. In the figure on the left,
it is evident that DGPS and RTK measurements span the entire area
covered by the two-mile loop. In the figure on the right, the superior
performance of CARLOC vis-a-vis the high-precision receiver and
the smartphone are visually evident.
Why this pathological performance for the other alternatives?
Clearly, both the high precision receiver and the smartphone GPS suffer from the urban canyon effect: the inability to see enough
satellites affect their ability to get good position fixes. They are
able to achieve reasonable performance primarily because of their
use of dead reckoning filters. To understand why even the highperformance GPS receiver does not perform well, we examined
the dilution of precision (DOP [30]) reported by the receiver. This
measure of variability of GPS signals is much higher downtown
(DTSHDOP) than along an unobstructed road with a clear view of
the open sky (OSSHDOP) (Figure 12). This suggests that satellite
availability and multipath effects degrade the performance of the
high-performance receiver.
To further understand this performance, we discussed our findings with developers of RTKLib [43], a well-known open source
software for processing GPS data which has been reported to have
centimeter accuracy in many situations. As such, this forum in-

Figure 12—HDOP comparison for Open Sky Area and Downtown
cludes many experts in GPS positioning performance. Our discussions corroborated our findings above that both DGPS and RTKLib
suffer from lower satellite availability and multipath effects. It is
well known that differential GPS cannot fix errors caused by differing multipath environments at the rover and basestation [10]. We
have also verified that satellite availability is lower in our downtown trace (the rover receiver sees about 5 satellites) than in a trace
from an unobstructed area (6-8 satellites). Finally, we notice far
fewer location updates (once every 2.6s) from DGPS and RTK
compared to using these on readings from an unobstructed trace
(once every 1.1s). The developers of RTKlib believe these pathological errors can be improved with careful, route-specific parameter tuning, and we have left this to future work.

4.3

CARLOC

on an Unobstructed Route

We now quantify CARLOC performance along a 4.4km unobstructed route (Figure 13). Along this route, we treat the readings
from the high-precision GPS receiver as ground truth, since, in this
setting, its claimed accuracy is less than 1m [52]. We collected 8
traces along this route and used 5 of them to obtain crowd-sourced
landmarks and 3 to evaluate accuracy. We obtained a total of 13
landmarks: 6 stop signs, 4 speed bumps and 3 street corners.
Table 2 shows CARLOC performance. When the error is computed across the entire trace (the complete comparison), CARLOC averages a 2.27m error with a minimum error of 0.14m and a maximum
error of 4.51m. However, we believe this number is a little misleading because the high precision GPS receiver updates its position at
a frequency of 1Hz, but CARLOC can track position changes every
10th of a second. So, these two readings can be off, on average
by half of a tenth of a second in the worst-case. In that time, a car
traveling at 45mph travels 1m, which can add to the error estimate.
To avoid this bias, Table 2 also reports error computed only at
points where the car has stopped along the route (car sensors can
tell us when the car has stopped). In this case (the static comparison), CARLOC has an average error of 1.38m and a maximum error
of 2.4m. Finally, the smartphone GPS has a 3× higher worst-case
error compared to CARLOC, and almost 2× higher average error.
Figure 13 pictorially depicts these results. Although the three
alternatives are not visually distinguishable, the inset shows a part
of the trace where the errors in the smartphone GPS are much more
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Mean (m) Min (m) Max (m)
Complete Comparison
2.27
0.14
4.51
Static Comparison
1.38
0.16
2.42
Smartphone GPS Comparison
4.19
0.14
15.83
Table 2—CARLOC, smartphone GPS to High-precision GPS Distance Statistics
evident: CARLOC’s map matching and the motion model are able
to compensate for inaccurate GPS, as a result of which it is able to
much more closely follow the high-precision GPS receiver.

CARLOC

HPGPS

SPGPS

Figure 14—Different strategies’ Start-End Distance
For the DR, we can clearly see an increase with length of trip, as
expected: dead-reckoning error accumulates with distance. From
the 15.9 m for 3.4 km to 40.9 m for 9.2 km trip, the errors grow
almost linearly. When we add map-matching, we can see the StartEnd distance for DR MAP drops to 10-26m. When GPS fixes are
added to dead-reckoning, the errors also drop and appear to be independent of trace length. One would expect DR GPS to have similar
error characteristics as the GPS receiver, since every position fix
biases the location estimate towards the GPS position. DR GPS
has errors of 6-10m, consistent with this expectation. Finally, with
the addition of map-matching, the error of DR MAP GPS reduces
to 3-4m across all route lengths. Finally, the addition of landmarks
brings the error down to 1.2-2.2m as discussed above. These results
suggest that each component plays a significant part in reducing the
overall error, validating the design of CARLOC.
The Role of Landmarks. Why do landmarks perform well? How
does the accuracy vary as a function of the number of landmarks along a route or the number of crowd-sourced particle filters used? 3
How accurate are our landmarks? To measure the accuracy of our
landmarks, we collected multiple traces on an unobstructed route
on which we also collected measurements from our high precision
GPS device (which we use as ground truth). Our route covers a
total number of 9 right turns, 5 speed bumps and 4 stop signs.
We then ran our landmark detection algorithms over all traces.
For each landmark in a trace, our algorithms determine the time t
at which the landmark was detected (Section 3.6). In our traces,
we find the nearest position reading from the high-precision GPS receiver within a small time interval Δt around t. (The highprecision GPS samples at 1Hz, which is too coarse since in 1 second the car can move several meters, so we restrict our search to
a smaller window.) In our evaluations, we used 100ms for Δt for
speed bumps and street corners and 300ms for stop signs, since the
car stays longer at stop signs. Then, we define the landmark error
as the difference between the estimated position of the landmark
and the high-performance GPS receiver.
Figure 18 shows the statistics of landmark error for each type of
landmark. The average error of three landmarks is around 2 meters.
Stop signs have a minimum error of 0.6m and maximum of 2.9 m,
which is encouraging. For street corners, the maximum error reaches 4m, mainly because 2 street corners are a bit obstructed, thus the
results are biased by incorrect GPS readings. The minimum error
can be as low as 0.3m. Speed bump errors can also reach around
4.1m, caused by a single outlier where the speed bump has a pothole just before it, which increases the error. However, the speed
bump’s minimum distance can reach as low as 0.15 m, which is
very close to the center of the particle cloud. These results ex-

Figure 13—CARLOC, high-precision GPS and smartphone GPS in
Open Sky Area

4.4

CARLOC

on Partially-Obstructed Routes

In this section, we explore the performance of CARLOC on routes
of different lengths. We also quantify the benefits of each of the
components of CARLOC, and understand more closely how crowdsourced landmarks help improve positioning.
It is hard to find unobstructed routes in metropolitan areas, so all
our routes are partially obstructed. Because some of our routes are
longer than our unobstructed route, it was logistically difficult to
collect ground-truth using fiducials (which require significant manual effort), we used the closed-loop accuracy estimation technique
described above.
Our routes range in length from 3.4km to 9.2km. For each route,
we collect 15 traces, 10 of which we use for extracting crowdsourced landmark locations, and 5 for evaluation. Along the longest
of these routes, we have 19 landmarks: 5 stop signs, 10 street corners and 4 speedbumps.
Error as a function of distance. Over different distances, CAR LOC is able to achieve mean error between 1.2 and 2.2m (Figure 14). The maximum errors for these 5 routes are 1.73m, 1.67m,
2.57m, 3.0m and 2.7m respectively. This is highly encouraging and
suggests that lane-level precision might be achievable in most settings. Although there is a slight increase as a function of length,
we believe this is largely due to difference in characteristics along
the longer routes, rather than an increasing trend in CARLOC error
as a function of distance. Indeed, there is no fundamental reason to
believe that CARLOC error should increase with distance: any error accumulation with distance from, say the motion model would
be corrected by GPS position fixes and crowd-sourced landmarks.
The mean error along the longer 9.2km is slightly lower than the
7.6km trace primarily because the longer trace has two additional
stop sign landmarks which improve CARLOC performance.
Contribution of different components of CARLOC. Using these
traces, we are able to quantify the contribution of different components of CARLOC. Our motion model permits pure dead-reckoning
(DR). To this, we consider the adding location updates from GPS (DR GPS). We also consider an alternative strategy which uses
map-matching with dead-reckoning (DR MAP). Our final alternative strategy adds both map matching and location updates to deadreckoning (DR MAP GPS).
Figure 14 shows the mean error using closed-loop error estimation for these different strategies and different route lengths.

3
We omitted the landmark detection accuracy evaluation due to space.
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Figure 15—Start-End Distance with Number Figure 16—Start-End Distance with Number
Figure 17—Map-matching and Motion Model
of Learning Trace
of Landmarks
Optimization Performance
Precision Recall
Stop Sign
0.89
0.95
Speed Bump
0.83
0.88
Right Turn
0.97
0.98
Table 3—Landmark Detection Accuracy

CARLOC

ALT Matching

HPGPS

ALT Motion

Figure 19—Map-matching and Motion Model Issues on Map View

behavior is expected, but we don’t see a flattening, suggesting that
CARLOC accuracy can be improved by adding a higher degree of
crowd-sourcing. We have left this to future work.
Figure 18—Landmark Error Statistics

4.5

plain why using crowd-sourced particles can improve positioning
accuracy, but also indicate room for improvement in our detection
algorithms.
How accurate are the landmark detection algorithms? We have
described our detection algorithms in Section 3. We run our detection algorithms over all the traces we have and compare against
the ground truth we collected. We summarize the precision and recall for each algorithm in Table 3. For stop sign, we apply crowdsourcing to eliminate the outlier cases, like traffic lights. For speed
bump, because of an severe pothole in our traces, our algorithm
always treats it as speed bump. This brings down the overall accuracy. For right turn, we have near optimal performance. The main
reason is the detection algorithm gets triggered by peak of multiple
sensors, and we also apply the verification with map information,
so the good accuracy performance is expected.
How many landmarks are enough? Figure 15 shows the CARLOC
closed-loop error on our 5.3km loop. On this loop there are 15
landmarks, and the figure plots mean CARLOC error (and 25th and
75th percentiles) as a function of the number of landmarks used to
calculate position. As expected, the error decreases as more landmarks are used in estimating position. However, beyond about 12
landmarks there is no improvement in the error, suggesting that of
a relatively small number of landmarks along a route might be sufficient to achieve high accuracy.
What degree of crowd-sourcing is necessary? For the same route,
Figure 16 shows the accuracy of using all 15 landmarks, but computed from an increasing number of traces. This shows what degree of crowd-sourcing is necessary. Interestingly, using 2 traces
has higher error than using one trace. We found that this is because, in the second trace, the driver did not fully stop at the stop
sign, inducing an error in landmark estimation. Moreover, the error drops linearly with the number of crowd sourced traces. This

Benefits of Optimizations

CARLOC optimizes map-matching (Section 3.3) and the motion
model (Section 3.4). In this section, we quantify the benefits of
these optimizations.
CARLOC enhances a previously proposed map-matching algorithm [29] to include car-sensor readings that provide distance and
changes in heading. The availability of these readings motivates a
more sophisticated transitional probability calculation for a Hidden
Markov Model, and CARLOC incorporates this. What if CARLOC
had used the original transitional probability calculation? Figure 17
shows how the performance of this ALT Map Matching strategy
performs against CARLOC for our closed-loop tests. This strategy exhibits significantly higher error between 3-3.5m across all our
route lengths, suggesting that the optimization is definitely beneficial. Figure 19 illustrates one situation where the optimization
helps: CARLOC is able to track the turn correctly, but ALT Map
Matching, because its transition probability calculation does not
incorporate turns, is unable to do so.
Second, CARLOC incorporates an advanced motion model that
computes the slip angle β. Instead, it could have simply used heading change computed from the yaw rate (ψ in Figure 3), which
would have been a coarse approximation of the slip angle. This
alternative motion model, named as ALT Motion Model, also has
higher error than CARLOC and comparable error to ALT Map Matching ( Figure 17). The reason for this inaccuracy is also depicted in
Figure 19, which shows how ALT Motion Model is not able to track
turns.

5.

RELATED WORK

We are inspired by prior work in mobile sensing based position
augmentation, improved GPS-based methods, and robot localiza-
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tion. CARLOC sits in the unique point in the design space, with its
use of vehicle sensors and crowd-sourced landmarks.
Mobile Sensing. The mobile sensing community has long explored
approaches to use GPS position and other sensors to detect features
on roadways (such as stop signs [7, 23] and potholes [27, 28, 57, 17,
15]). In contrast, CARLOC uses vehicle sensors to identify common
roadway landmarks with the aim of improving positioning.
Closest to our work is SmartLoc [4], which estimates location
and travel distance using inertial sensors on mobile devices. In obstructed environments, SmartLoc uses smartphone sensors to detect landmarks in the environment (like bridges and traffic lights),
but these measurements are not crowd-sourced. CARLOC’s use of
vehicle sensors and crowd-sourced landmarks, together with advanced map matching, gives it an order of magnitude higher accuracy than the prior work. LaneQuest [2] uses probabilistic methods
to estimate which lane a car is driving on, a qualitatively different problem than ours. LaneQuest, however, uses crowd-sourced
anchors, but, unlike CARLOC, cannot leverage vehicle sensors to
detect these. Similar to LaneQuest, [33] keeps track of relative
location between cars, while CARLOC focuses on the problem of
precisely positioning automobiles.
Several other pieces of work explore improvements to map matching: these can potentially be used to improve the accuracy of mapmatching in CARLOC. Track [48] and CTrack [47] propose mapmatching improvements using WiFi localization and cellular position respectively. AutoWitness [19] employs inertial sensor-based
HMM and Viterbi Decoding to improve path estimation. Mapmatching is just one of the components in CARLOC, and we use
vehicle sensors to augment map-matching. Finally, [35] proposes
fusing GPS and inertial measurements from custom hardware, and
leverages DGPS for accurate vehicle position. In contrast, CAR LOC does not require custom hardware, and our results show that
in obstructed environments, DGPS can perform poorly.
GPS Enhancements. Much work has explored techniques to improve GPS positioning without fusion from other sensors. DGPS
[45] and RTK [43, 37] use a base station and a rover receiver and
are able to achieve high accuracy. More recent work has explored
using DGPS [22, 21] but improving the positioning calculations; this work is able to achieve centimeter-level accuracy in unobstructed environments. Finally, a body of work has explored other
improvements to DGPS and RTK [16, 44]. Unlike this class of
work, CARLOC can achieve high accuracy in urban environments
using a single commodity GPS receiver. High-precision GPS receivers [52] might well become available in future makes and models, but even these will require CARLOC-like fusion in obstructed
or partially-obstructed urban environments.
Robot localization. Many of the techniques we use, such as the
motion model and particle filters, are inspired by prior work on
robot localization. Robot and vehicle localization have extensively
explored fusion using information from various kinds of sensors:
inertial sensors [55], stereo vision cameras [39], laser range finders [32, 11, 8, 24]. Unlike these, CARLOC explores the use of in-built
vehicle sensors, and, in addition, crowd-sourcing landmark positions, in order to achieve high accuracy. Finally, other work has
also explored map integration for position enhancement [40, 56,
36]; as we show, while maps and GPS can provide high accuracy,
the use of crowd-sourced landmarks in CARLOC is necessary to get
good results.

in probabilistic position estimation using map matching, but adds
novel components: it uses sensors built into vehicles to augment map-matching and motion models, and crowd-sourced landmark
estimates to improve positioning accuracy. CARLOC’s mean error
is on the order of 2m, suggesting the feasibility of lane-level positioning in the future.
Future work can explore several directions. CARLOC’s motion
model can be generalized to 3 dimensions to account for hilly roads. It may be possible that other alternatives like RTKLib can be
tuned to achieve better performance, and it would be interesting to
see how close such tuning comes to CARLOC’s performance. Although CARLOC has high-accuracy and outperforms its competitors, its position tracking during turns can be improved (Figure 19).
Furthermore, our current experiments are conducted with traces
from 2 drivers. While our current experiments hint at the benefits of crowdsourcing, the impact of multiple drivers and cars needs further study. The landmark detection algorithms can be made
more robust to different drivers’ driving behaviors. CARLOC is designed to generalize to various landmarks: CARLOC can attempt to
leverage additional roadway landmarks such as changes in the road
surface texture, potholes, or discontinuities in lighting caused by
entering a tunnel.
Finally, we propose to explore practical deployability of CAR LOC . We envision this to be conceptually straightforward, since
CARLOC uses in-built vehicle sensors, and needs a relatively simple cloud service for storing its particle cloud. In practice, CAR LOC can be retrofitted into a car’s existing navigation system as a
firmware update.

7.
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